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In this thesis I have attempted to add to the under-
standing of the variables which affect the design and oper-
ation of a nonexternally refluxed distillation column.. 
Variations of pressure, nu..m.ber of stag~s, and fraction of 
the feed removed as overhead product were- studied. The 
purpose was to determine the effect of pressure and nu.moer 
of stag,s upon the recovery from a distillation colunµi 
operating without external reflux. 
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Statement of the Problem 
Use of the non-refluxed distillation. column has grown 
tremendously in recent yearso Development of the high pres-
sure distillate fields of the Gulf Coast has led to man;r 
new developments in natural gas processingo One of th.e new 
developments is the "low temperature" type liquid recovery 
systemo In a low temperature plant, liquid from the pri-
o mary separator is available at temperatures as low as O Fo 
When these eo,ld liquids are used as feed to a distillation 
column., sufficient internal reflux is generated to provide 
a reasonably sharp separation' and satisfactory raw gasoline 
product from the bottom of the towere 
The non-refluxed tower may be described as the lower 
portion or stripping section of the normally envisio:Q.ed 
distillation columno A schematic diagram of a typical nqn-
refluxed tower is shown in Figure Io 
In the design of distillation columJlls for usa~in the 
natural gas industry certain variables have become fairly 
well accepted as being functions of the desired separationo 
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SCHEM~nc OIAGR/\M OF A NON-REFLUXED 
· DISTILLATION COLUitr1N '· 
temperatureso Although relative volatility data is a 
function of both temperature and pressure, the effect of 
pressure is very small. It can then be said that the rel-
ative volatility data can be considered as a function of 
the separation. Purity specifications for the products 
have been established for the industry. Composition of 
the feed going to a column making given separation are 
fairly uniform. These coupled with the desire to achieve 
the maximum economical recovery, indicate that the min-
imum number of stages and minimum reflux ratio can be con-
sidered as a function of the separation the tower is de-
signed to make. 
3 
If these generalizations are applied to the Fenske (4) 
relationship (1) 
it is readily apparent that o< 8m must equal a constant 
which is a function of the separationo If either (~)LK 
or (~)BK is considered constant for a given separation, 
the other must also be constant for the same separation. 
It can then be said that for each separation there are 
pseudo ''equilibrium" constants which will describe the 
separation. 
It can be shown that the flash equation as applied to 
the two key components will resolve to the Fenske relation-
ship with a minimum number of stages equal to unityo The 
separation of the non-refluxed.tower may be described by 
application of the appropriate pseudo equilibrium constants 
4 
and the flash calculationo 
Rigorous plate to plate calculations are carried out 
by means of a trial and error procedureo It7is necessary 
to assume a composition for either the overhead or bottoms 
producto The composition of the second stream may then be 
determined by a material balamce. These assumptions are 
used as the basis of plate by plate calculations from the 
cond~nser and reboiler to the feed plateo If the feed 
plate composition from the two sets of calculations is not 
the same, adjustments are made in the assumed product dis-
tribution and the procedure outlined above repeatedo It is 
readily apparent that this is a time consuming procedure 
when the calculations are performed manually. 
The relaxation technique should apply to the non-re-
fluxed tower as well as to the more conventional tower op-
erating with external reflux. It is difficult to predict 
the product composition for a non-refluxed tower beca~se 
all components in the feed are present in the overhead pro-
ducto 
The purpose of this investigation was to study the 
effect of pressure and number of stages upon recovery in 
a non-refluxed towero A secondary aim was t he development 
of a technique to reduce the calculation time nece ssary to 
predict a satisfactory perfor mance for the non-refluxed 
towero 
Limitations of the Study 
The study was confined to an analysis of the effects 
5 
of pressure and number of stages upon the feed composition 
of Table Io 
TABLE I 
FEED COMPOSITION 
Oom:,eonent Molesi::::Hro Mol~ Percent 
C l 18o6·3 lle70 
02 14.92 9~36 
C 3 34o7G 21078 
iC4 10030 6046 
nC · 4 30.87 l9e38 
iC 5 13.04 8 .. 0'7 
nc5 9o28 5.86 
C6+(C7) 27.71 1z~:;9 
Total 159.45 100.00 
It was further limited to three distillate rates expressed 
as fraction of feed going overhead. 
' The pressures used were seventy~five, two hundred, 
., 
and three-hundred psia and then.umber of stages five, 
seve:a, · -a:nd ten theoretical stages o The distillate ra~es 
were Oo21~ Oo,O and Oo50 fractions of feed as distillate 
whieh corresp.ond to approximatei. de-ethanization, depro-
panization, and de-isobutanization respectivelyo 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The field of multicomponent distillation is replete 
with design techniques. These techniques may be divided 
into two broad general classes: (1) the rig.ore.us tray to 
tray techniques and (2) the "short-cut" techniqueso 
While all techniques differ somewhat in their approach 9 
certain basic assumptions must be made in each procedureo 
These basic assumptions are: (1) steady state operation, 
ie, the feed input rate and th~ product removal rates are 
-· 
constant, and (2) no heat of mixing of any of the com-
ponents (9)o 
One of the most widely known rigorous methods is "tihe 
Lewis and Matheson (6) . tray to tray calcµlation. T~is 
method is based on Sorel'.s method together with the basic 
assumptions of multicomponent distillationo With the as-
sumption . of· ~ .r~f!-lux ratip and by the application of 
, .'.;. ' ,:\: ," I:/"'" f>.... 0 : I 
Hausbrand's ope,rating lines, equilibrium, material, and 
energy balances~ complete tray compositions and traffics 
may be established for each tray in the columno The number 
of trays required to effect a given separation at the as-
sumed r~flux ratio is found by determining -the tray on 
whic h the liquid composition best approximates the feed 
6 
7 
plate composition for both the stripping and rectifying 
section calculations, with the required number of trays 
being the .summation of the number of trays in each sectiono 
The achievement of proper feed plate match is usually ac-
complished by arbitrarily introducing the non-distributed 
components at various points in the column. The points at 
' 
which they are introduced are based upon judgement, rela-
tive column position and the physical properties of the 
componentso 
Determination of the minimum number of stages or min-
imum reflux ratio to effect a given separation involves a 
pr9cedure similar to the calculation sequence for a finite 
number of trays and reflux ratioso The minimum number of 
trays will occur at total reflux, so it is assumed that 
all of the overhead product is returned to the column ~s 
reflux (9)o The calculations are analogous to those men-
tionedo As the minimum reflux ratio occurs at an infinite 
number of plates, it becomes somewhat more difficult to 
' determine this value by the tray to tray procedure. The 
derivation of short-cµt techniques relies upon the assump-
tion t~at in multicomponent distillation a zone of constant 
composition OCCU,;t'S in both the rectifying and strippi~g 
- ~ ' ' 
sectionso The appearance of this zone at the feed pl~te 
indicates the minimum reflux ratio has been attainedo T~is 
assumption is based on a proven occurence in ideal binqry 
mixtureso The calculation sequence is the same as mention-
ed before but involves a trial and error method of assuming 
a reflux ratio and checking to determine if the constant 
8 
composition zone develops in the proper placeo 
The tray to tray calculation provides a complete 
picture of the internal operation of the column and gives 
the engineer data necessary for column .designo The major 
disadvantage is the extended time required for manual solu-
tion, usually on the order of thirty minutes per component 
per trayo 
As a result of the time requirements necessary for the 
' 
solution of the tray .. to tray calculation, so called '.' short-
cut" techniques have been developedo In addition to the 
assumptions mentioned, the short-cut procedures further 
assume constant molal overflow which involves the tacit 
assumption of equal molal latent heats of vaporization~ 
and~ when applied to multicomponent distillation~ a constant 
relative volatility of the componentso There are graphical 
methods (11) for the solution of multicomponent mixtures, 
but these as a general rule are quite complex and time con-
suming, and are not considered in this studyo 
One of the better known "short-cut" techniques for 
predicting product compositions is that proposed by Fen~ke 
(4)o From a consideration of conditions in a tower operat-
ing at total reflux, he derived ~quation lo The product 
distribution of any feed stream can be determined by t~e 
proper substitution of relative volatilities and feed com-
ponentso 
The determination of the minimum reflux ratio can qe 
accomplished by any one of several methodso Gilliland (5) 
has proposed an equation for the determination of minimum 
reflux based upon the appearance of a zone wherein the 
ratio of the concentration of the key components remains 
constanto Maxwell (7) has modified this equation, taking 
into consideration the influence of feed condition and the 
influence of feed components other than the light .and 
heavy keyso 
The calculation of the finite operating s~ages and 
reflux ratio from the minimum values is based upon a cor-
relation set forth by Gilliland (8)0 This correlation is 
based upon the assumption that there is a definite rela-
tionship between operating and minimum .reflux ratio ~d 
operating and minimum trayso This correlation is usually 
presented in the form of a grapho 
The Fenske relationship coupled with the Maxwell min-
imum r eflux ratio equation and Gilliland correlation pre-
sent an excellent design techniqueo This method gives a 
very good combination when considering the time spent in 
' 
9 
solution of the problem, reliability of results, and appli-
'· 
cability of the assumptions made in the problem solutiono 
The advent of the high speed digital computer has to 
a large degree eliminated the time factor in the solution 
of the tray to tray procedureo Bonner (2~3) has developed 
a plate to plate calculation routine for the I oB.Mo 650 
Digital Computero This routine follows basically the Lewis 
and Matheson approach to multicomponent distillationo . 
Certain small modifications were made in the cal culation 
10 
sequence to facilitate machine calculatione The routine 
based upon a given number of stages, feed plate location~ 
reflux ratio, and percentage overhead p:roduct wiil -· ca:ldu.+1.-
late the overhead and bottoms compositions~ and a heat 
balance around the entire columno Supplementary calculated 
data includes temperature and vapor rate profiles and~ if 
desired, individual tray compositionso It has been esti-
mated that the time required for a computer solution iB 
approximately four and one half hours, including data set-
up time~ for an eight component feed, forty tray columne 
The approximate time required for manual solution of the 
same problem would be about 185 hourso 
The choice of vapor-liquid equilibrium constants to be 
used in multicomponent distillation is in itself a major 
problemo Vapor liquid equilibrium of the individual com-
' ponents may be affected by variation in composi·tion, po-
larity of the components, and the physical conditions to 
which the system may be subjected (9)o 
Many investigators have published equilibrium. ch~~ts, 
however, failure to recognize the numerous factors affect-
ing vapor-liquid equilibrium has impaired the accuracy of 
some of these chartso Perhaps two of the most reliaQle 
for use in the field of petroleum distillation are the 
Natural Gasoline Association of America charts prepared by 
the Fluor Company (13) and the Kellogg Charts prepared by 
the Mo Wo Kellogg Company (l)o Each system recognizes the 
composition effect on individual component vapor-liq~id 
11 
equilibrium and attempts to present a generalized technique 
for a fairly rapid and accurate determination of these con-
stantso 
In the Fluor method, composition affects are taken in-
to account by means of the convergence pressure principleo 
This principle is rigorous for binary mixtureso For multi-
component mixtures the assumption is made that the conver-
gence pressure is that pressure determined by the system 
temperature and the critical locus curve between the crit-
ical temperature of the lightest component and the critical 
of the remaining mixtureo Several charts for the rapid 
estimation of convergence pressure for different mixtures· 
are presented in the NoGoA.Ao Tableso 
The Kellogg charts are based on a red~ction of an 
empirical relationship of the thermodynamic properties of 
light hydrocarbon mixtures. Their use is somewhat more 
difficult than the Fluor chartso It is necessary to assume 
a molal average boiling point of the stream to be calculated 
in order to determine the equilibTium constants and t~e 
molal average boiling point of the calculated stream must 
approximate the assumption. Thus in a flash vaporization 
calculation, a multiple trial and error~ V/L and molal -ave·r-
age boiling point, type of calculation is encounteredo 
The selection of sources for enthalpy and physical 
property data is an arbitrary choiceo · In the choice the 
source of enthalpy values~ because of the nature of the 
problemj it was necessary to select a source having the 
12 
correction for pressure variation as an integral part of 
1the datao Because of this requirement '11 the Western Supply 
I 
:Charts (12) were used as a source of enthalpy datae The 
! ;Natural Gasoline Supply Men's Association Manual (14) was 
\ !used as a source of molecular weights and vapor pressureso 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Plate to Plate Runs. .The relative volatility of each 
component was calculated at three equally spaced temper~-
tures for three different pressureso . The vapor-liquid 
equilibrium constants were read from the 5~000 psia conver-
gence pressure charts of the NoGoAoAo Chartso The latent 
heats of vaporization of the individual components were 
calculated from enthalpy data read at the same temperatures 
and pressures as the equilibrium constantso The specific 
heat of the individual components was read at these same 
temperatureso The enthalpy data and relativ~ volatilities 
were then fitted to a curve of the type A+ BT+ OT2 by 
a least squares techniqueo 
. 
The feed composition, control constants, and allied 
data were assembled ·with machine calculated constants for 
.r 
the relative volatility and enthalpy equations of a partic-
ular pressureo This constituted the primary data decko 
Appropriate cards containing the desired V/F and D/F ratios 
and number of stages were added to the primary data decko 
This final data deck was then placed in the plate to plate 
decko The console switches were set to their proper posi-
tions and the program deck with data was read into the 
13 
14 
machineo During the computing cycle, the trial summary 
cards were checked to determine if .the problem, was conver-
ging properly on the feed plate composition and to make 
sure that the , specified allowable number of trials would 
not be exceeded~ In instances of poor converge.nee and sub-
sequent approach to the allowable number of trials~ it was 
necessary to force the computer to accept the curr.ent -trial 
and go to the plate punch out phase of the program. At tp.e 
completion of a problem, the number of stages was changed 
and the program deck with modified data read into the ma-
chine againo When all of the changes of the.number of 
stages for a particular V/F and D/F rati.o had been covered, 
the V/F and D/F ratio was changed and process of changing 
the number of stages repeatedo This process was repeated 
for three different pressureso 
The collator was used to merge the result cards with 
the appropriate alphabetic decko The II).erged deck was then 
printed on the tabulatoro 
Flash Runso A flash calculation deck was written to 
handle the experimentally determined ';'K 9 " valueso The deck 
consisted of a flash calculation loop, vapor pressure cal-
culation loop and the necessary punch loopso 
The "K'" values were obtained from Figure 4-lo It II).ay 
be noticed ·that in all instance-s the- "K'" values for methane 
is considered to be infinitye Since the computer is limited 
to ten digit numbers, it was as~mmed that any "K' 11 vallfe go-: 
I 
ing t o infinity could be approximat~d by a value of l,O~Oo 
15 
Cards containing the feed composition, control co~-
stants, and appropriate vapor liquid equilibrium data were 
assembled with the flash deck. This deck was read into 
the machine which performed the mechanics of flash · cal-
culationo 
The result cards were merged with a listing deck and 
printed on the tabulatoro 
Fenske Runs. The relative volatility data were re-
calculated using the same vapor-liquid equilibrium con-
stants but a different reference componento The resulting 
values were curve-fitted to the equation A+ BT+ CT2 ~ 
with any component equation having either a maximum or 
minimum being adjusted to eliminate this defecto 
Cards containing the feed composition, control con-
stants, and relative volatility data were assembled with 
the Fenske Deck. This deck was read into the machi~e 
' 
which performed the Fenske calculation at the specified 
conditionso 
The result cards were merged with the Fenske Listing 
Deck and printed on the tabulatoro 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The following pages contain the data obtained in this 
investigationo The data is presented. in ... bot.h tabular and 
.J,.J" 
graphical formo Graphical data includes the temperature 
profiles and tray concentration diagrams of the plate to 
plate calculations" curves relating the effect of pressure 
on recovery, pseudo vapor-liquid eq-uilibrium constants ci:;1-
culated from the plate to plate results~ and curves relat-
' ' ing minimum number of stages, pressure, and pseudo equilib-
rium constant curve numbero Tabulated data includes final 
material and heat balances of the plate to plate calcula-
tion, flash results using the calculated ps,eudo equilibrium 
values~ and product distribution .. with the minimum number of 
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.FIGURE ,41 · 
PSEUDO •. K .. VALUES 
TABLE II 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 75-.21-5 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 5 .. 00 
PRESSURE= 75 psiao 
V/F AND D/F = 0.21 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
cl 18.14561 0.54191 0.,48465 
C2 8.87368 0.,26501 6.04615 
C3 4.58171 0.13683 30011803 
iC4 0.47714 ·0~01425 9.82340 
nc4 1 .. 08793 0.03249 29.78179 
ic5 0017206 0.00514 12.86785-
nc5 0.10015 0000299 9.17990 
06+ (C7) 0.,04643 0.00139 2706629? 
Totals 33 .Lt-8472 1.00000 125.96473 
HEAT BALANCES: 










0 .. 07288 
0~21961 
1 .. 00000 
Feed 0.28820 BTU/hr., Distillate 1066227 BTU/hro 
. ' 
Reboiler 1.59049 BTU/hro Condenser -0000057 BTU/hro 
' ' 
Bottoms 0.,21699 BTU/hro 
Note~ 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100,000. 
TABLE III 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 75-.21-7 
NITMB~R OF STAGES= 7.9-0 
PRESSURE = 75 psia. 









no4 r~-07278 · 
105 ·0.16984 
nC15 0009886. 










0.03204 29 .. 79694 
a·.;00507 12.87008 
0~00295 9 .. 18119 
0~00137 27066354 













Feed 0.,28820 BTU/hr. Distillate. 1 065320 Bm/q.r. 
Reboiler 1.58898 B'l'U/hr~ Condenser -0.00057 BTU/4:r:o 
Bottoms Q.,22455 BTU/Ju'., 
Note: 
All enthalpies are scaled by a . .fact.or of 100,000. 
,y .. 
TABLE IV 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HElAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 75-021-10 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 10.00 
PRESSURE= 75 ps!ao 
V/F AND D/F = 0.21 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Jl.[ol Bottoms 
Component Mo.1$/hour Fractiqn . Mols/hour 
cl 18060606 0~55566 0.02420 
C2 8.67561 0~25909· 6 .. 24422 
C 3 4.38610 · o·.1309·9 30 .. 31364 
iC4 0.45984 0~·01:373 9.S40?0 
nC4 1.04927 q._03:134 .. 29082045 
105 0.16619 0000496 12087372 
nc5 0.09675 0 .. 00289 9 .. 18330. 
C 6+ (C7) 0.04490 0.00134 2'7~66451 
-;:- .. '" 
Totals 33.48472 1.00000 125~96473 
HEAT BALANCES: 













1 0 00QOO 
Feed. 0.28820 BTU/hr~ Distillate 1.64278-B-TII/lµ>. 
Reboiler 1.58250 BTU/hr. Condenser -0~00057 J1TU/hr. 
Bottoms 
Note: 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 1.0.o;ooo •. 
TABLE V 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 200-021-5 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 5o00 
PRESSURE= 200 psia. 
V/F AND D/F = 0.21 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Oo~ .. onen:t; Mo.ls/hour Er.ac.tio.n Mol.s/.hour 
cl 18.48220 0.55439 0.04806 
02 908802"5 0~29"477. 5.03958 
C3 3 .. 23513 0.09652 31 .. 46461 
iC4 0.47724 0 .. 01424 · 9.82330 
nc4 1.01813 0.03038 .. 29.85159 
iCS 0.17130 0.00511· 12 .. 8fr861 
nc5 0 .. 09708 ·0 .. 00290 9 .. 18297 
C 6+ (07) 0.05?08 0.00170· ... 2?~65232 
Totals 33.51842 1 .. 00000 125 .. 93104-
HEAT ·BALANCES: 






' 0 .. 24986 
0007801 
... 








Feed o .. 28820 J3TU/hr .. Distillate 1007221 BTU/)fr~ 
Reboiler 1.52040 BTU/hr. Condenser -0;00324- BTU/J:µ-~ 
--- / 
Bottoms Oo?3963 BTU/hr~ 
Note: 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor o.f 100,000. 
TABLE VI 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 200-021-7 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 7.00 
PRESSURE= 200 psiao 
V/F AND D/F = Oo21 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component _ .Mols/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
cl 18062524 0055517 0000502 
C2 9087290 ·0029?27 4094693 
C3 3ol6260 0009427 ·- 31.,53714 
iC4 0046683" 0001391 9083372 
nc4 0.99380 0002962 29087592 
' 105 0016920 0~00504·· 12087071 
nC 5 Oe09621 0000287 9018384 
06+ (C7) 0006164 0~·00184 2?064776 
~otals 33054842 1000000 125 .. 90103· 
HEAT BALANCES: 




' 0 .. 00004 
.f 
0 .. 039-29 
' 0.25049 








Feed 0028820 BTU/hro Distillate 1.069:18. BTU/bl:'. 
Reboiler 1.52506 BTU/hre Condenser -0 .. 00518 BTU/hr • 
. Bottoms . 0.?4926 BTU/hro 
Note: 
All enthalpies are scaled by a facto·r of 100~000. 
TABLE VII 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 200-.21-10 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 10000 
PRESSURE= 200 psiao 
V/F AND D/F = Oo21 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction Mols/hour: 
C 1 18.63011 0.55320 0000016 
C2 10.41683 0~30932 4 .. 50299 
; 
C 3 2.78803 0008576 31081171 
' 
:104 0045369'' 000134? 9.846-85 
,nc4 1.01488 0;03014 29.85484 
105 Oe20464 0.00608 12e83527 
' 
nc5 0.12617 ·0.00375 9015388 
06 
.+ 
(C) 7 .;..0~·05728' ~0.00170··· 2?~76668 
Totals 33067707 1.00000 125.77238 
1HEAT,BALANCES-:· 





















Feed 0.28820BTU/hre Distillate 1.06078 BTU/.nri 
Reboiler 1052798 BTU/hr. · Condenser -0.01056 BTU/1µ': 
Bottoms 0.76596 BTU/hr. 
Note: 
All enthalpies are seal~¢! by a factor of lOO~Ooo. 
TABLE VIII 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES. 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 300-021-5 
NUMBER bF STAGES= 5o00 
PRESSURE= 300 psiao 
V/F AND D/F = Oo21 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component lVIols/hour Fraction. .. Mo ls/hour 
cl 18031335 0054692 0031691 
02 7062590 0022774. 7029393 
,. 
03 4.95299 0.14792 290.74675 
iC4 0068567 0~02048 9061487 
nC4 1.43928 0.04298 29~43044 
iC5 0026114 0000780 12.778?? 
,· 
nc5 0014408 0.00430 9013597 
06+ (C7) 0.06231 0.00186. 27;54709 
Totals 33048472 1.00000 125e964?3 
HEAT BALANCES: 
















Feed o.28820 BTU/hr. Distillate 1.653+5 .MU/}l.r~, 
.. l 
' Reboiler 2~23991 BTU/hro Condenser -0.00079 BTU/lf'o 
Bottoms 0.,8?545 BTU/bar: 
Note: 
All enthalpies are sealed by a factor of 100:,0QO .. 
TABLE IX 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES:·. 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 300-.21-7 
NUlVIBER OF STAGES = 7e00 
PRESSURE= 300 psiae 
V/F AND D/F = 0.21 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mols/hou.r Fraction Mols/hour 
cl 18054893 0.55395 0008133 
C2 7.70594 0023013 7.21389 
0 3 4&73?87 Oel4149 29.96187 
iC4 0.65579 0001958 9064475 
nC4 1.38543 0 .. 0413? 29048429 .. 
105 0025205 0 .. 00753 12078786 
nc5 0.13918 0.00416 9 .. 14087 
.,. 
06+ (C7) 0~02923 Oo0f)l28 27;64982 
-·· 
Totals 33.48472 1 •. 00000 125.96473 
HEAT BALANCES: 
Heat Iii": Heat Out: 

















Feed 0028820 BTU/hr. 
Reboiler 2.23941 BTU/hro 
Distillate 1.63618.BTU/r.r,r~ 
.i 
Condenser -0.00098 BTU/llr: 
: .' 
Bottoms 0.89241 BTU/hr~ 
Note: 
) 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100,000. 
TABLE X 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 300-~21-10 
NUMBER OF STAGES. = 10000 
PRESSURE= 300 psiao 
V/F AND D/F = Oo2l 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate liol Bottoms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
cl 18.,6212:5 0.,55611 0000903 
C2 7.68188 0022941 7.23795 
C3 4.70980 0014066 290989-94 
,·· 
iC 4 0064929 0.01939_ 9065125 
' 
nc4 1.37641 0004111 29049331 
iC5 0025004 0.00747 12~78987 
nc5 0,,13807 0.,00412 9~14199 
c6+ (C7) 0005801 o.oor73 2?-~65139 
Totals .33.48472 1000000 125.96473 
HEAT BALANCES: 



















Feed 0,,28820 BTU/hro 
Reboiler 2024029 BTU/hr. 
Distillate L,63246 BTU/ll.ro 
. : .,. 
' ' 
Note: 
' Condenser -0000093 BTU/l+ro 
/ 
,. 
Bottoms 0089696 BTU/hr., 
j 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100,000. 
TABLE XI 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES: 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 75-03-5 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 5o00 
PRESSURE= 75 psiao 
V/F AND.D/F = 0.30 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bot-toms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction. Mols/hour 
cl 18.62758 0.,389~1 0.00268 
' 
02 12065651 0.,26459 2026332 
03 10095091 0022893 23.74883 
iC4 1.24063 0.02594 9,,05991 
nC4 3053101 0007382 27033871 
i(?5 0047320 ·o.009f,39 12056671 
nc5 0.25207 0.000527 9.02798 
c6+ (C7) 0.10341· 0,,000216 2z;60229 
Totals 47a8,532 1.00000 111.61413 
HEAT BALANCES: 

















Feed 0028820 BTU/hr,, Distillate l.9?;817 BTU/lju'o 





All enthalpies are scaled by a factor o:f 100,,0QO. 
TABLE XII 
FINAL MA.TERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 75-.3-7 
I 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 7.00 
PRESSURE= 75 psiao 
l/F AND D/F = Oo30 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
. D.istillate Eol Bottoms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
cl 18.63017 0.38946 0.00009 
C 2 13029408 0.27791 1.62575 
C3 10.48278. 0.21914 24.21697 
iC4 1.19991 0002508 9010063 
nC4 3.42245 0.07155 - 27.44727 
10 5 0045958 0~00961. 12058033 
nc5 0.24517 0.00513 9.03488 
06+ (C7) 0.10118 0~002·12· 27.60822 
Totals 47.83532 1.00000 111.61413 
HEAT ;:BALANCES: 

















Feed 0.28820 BTU/hr., . Distillate.. 1.92.388 BTU/]µ'. 
Reboiler 2.38366 BTU/hro Oondense-r ...:o~0002:? BTU/~. 
Bottoms o:74827 B~U/}w. 
Note: 
' All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of l.00·,000. 
TABLE XIII 
··FINAL MATERIAL AND BEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE R-pN 75-.3-10 
NUMBER OF STAGE$= 10000 
PRESSU.RE = 75 psia.o 
!' 
V/F AND D/F = OoJO 
JlJIATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Oomp<i>nent Mo ls/hour ···Fraetlo:n. . Mols/heur 
cl 18~63026 0.3894? 0.00000 
02 14.878~6 0·~31104 0 .. 04097 
C 3 10.46511 o.21a77 24.23463 
iC4 1.oa330 0002265 9021724 
nC4 2014527 ··0004485 28.72445 
iC 
. 5 0034374 0.00719 12.69617 
no5 0020537 .. 0~00429 9.0?468 
06+ (07) o.os341 0.00174 27;62599-
Totals 47083532 1.00000 111.61413 
··-
HEAT BALANCES.: ~ 

















Feed. o.28820 BTU/hr. 
Reboiler 2.85328 BTU/hr. 
Distillate 2.74012 BTU/!tr~ 
-r 
Condenser 0.00140 BTU/bro 
' 
Bottoms 0~39996 BTU/hr: 
Note: 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of lOtl,OOO. 
TABLE XIV 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANOES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 200-.3-5 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 5e00 
PRESSURE= 200 psia. 
V/F AND .. D/F = 0.30 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction Mols/h0ur 
C l 18.62789 0.38956' 0.0©23?' 
02 12.70710 0.26741 2.13273 
03 10.73865 0~2245? 23 .. 96110 
.,· 
iC4 1.25457 0.02624 9.,04597 
nc4 3056760 ·0.07461 27.30212 
iC5 o.4ao71 0~01'005 12~55920 
nc5 0.25533 0.00536 9.02372 
06+ (C7) 0.10426 0.0021:, 22~60444 
Totals 47.81781 loOOOOCI 111.63165 
HEAT. BALANCES: 






















Feed 0.28820 BTU/hr. Distillate lo,9:3449- »~U/lµ'o 
Reboiler 2.38236 B-~U/hr. Condenser 
Bottoms 
Note: 
-0-· • Q. ·o. 0''2 ··B· m/··hr- •· ~ -~ - ~~ - .. 
·r . ~i-
Qi, ?3649 B.TU/br 0 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100,,qpo. 
TABLE XV 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
.PLATE TO PLATE RUN 200-.3-7 
NUMBER OF STAGES = 7. 00 
PRESSURE= 200 paia. 
V/F AND. D/F = 0.30 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mola/hour Fractio:m.. Mo ls/hour 
01 18 .. 63018 0.,38950 "" Gf00008 ... ·. .. 
02 13038828 0 .. 27991 1.,53155 
c, 10 .. 35136 0.,21641 24.34839 
i04 1 .. 20597 0.,02521 9009457 
nc4 3.,44053 0.,07193 27 .. 42919 
10 5 0,.46287 0.,00918 12.57704 
nc5 0.24702 0.00516 9e03303 
06+ (07) 0.10508 0.00220 . 27.60432· 
Totals 47083129 1.00000 111.61816 
BEAT BALANCES: 













1.00QOO / . 
Feed 0.28820 BTU/hro Dist·illate le9202<J BTU/:q.r: 




All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of lOO~QQO. 
TABLE XVI 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANOES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 200-.3-10 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 10000 
PRESSURE= 200 psiao 
V/F AND D/F = Oo30 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mola/hour Fraction Mola/hour 
cl 18063026 0.38939 0.00000 
02 1309148? 0 .. 29083 1.,00496 
C3 9099605 0.,20893 24070369 
iC4 lol?071 0.02447 9012983 
nc4 3.,34414 0.,06990 27.,52558 
r 
iC ; 0.,44836 0.00937 12.59155 
' 
nC 5 o.23s40 0.00498 9004165 
' 
06+ (C7) 0.,10207 0000213 2?~60?33 
Totals 47084487 1 .. 00000 111 .. 60458· 
HEAT BALANCES: 
















Feed o.28820 BTU/hr. • Distillate lc,91009 BTU/1:).r. 
Reboiler 2.38300 BTU/hr. Condenser 0.00006 BTU/hr. 
Bottoms 0 .. 76105 BTU/hr. 
Note: 
i ' All enthalpies are scaled! by a .factor of 100,000o 
TABLE XVII 
FINAL MA.TERI.AL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 300-.3-5 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 5.00 
PRESSURE= 300 psia. 
V/F AND D/F = 0.30 
lVIATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate l\Jiol Bottoms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction. Mo.ls/hour 
cl 18.60464. 0~38893 0.02562 
02 11.68746 0.24433 3.23237 
C3 11.44026 0.23916 23.25C948 
iC 4 1.54744 0.03235 a.75;10 
nc4 3035610 0.07016 2?.51362 
105 0.66685 0.01394 12~37306 
nc5 0.37566 Oe00?85 8.90439 
06+ (07) 0.15691 0.00328 27.55250 
Totals 47e83532 1.00000 111.61413· 
HEAT BALANCES: 
( 


















Feed 0.28820 B'I'U/liro Distillate 2.?8354 BTU/:b.re 
Reboiler 3.49921 BTU/hre Condenser 0.00328 BTU/~~ 
Bottoms 1.00059 BTU/hr. 
Note~ 
' All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100,000. 
I 
TABLE XVIII 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 300-.3-7 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 7o00 
PRESSURE= 300 psiao 
V/F AND D/F = Oo30 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mols/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
cl 18062865 0.38943 0 .. 00161 
G2 12025036 Oe25609 2066947 
03 10097965 0022953 23.,72009 
iG4 1050827 0.,03153 8.79227 
nc4 3028502. 0006867 27 .. 58470 
105 0065776 0 .. 01375 121138215 
no5 0036905 0.,00771 8091100 
06+ (07) 0015657 0000327 27~55283 
Totals 47083532 1000000 111061413 
HEAT BALANCES: 















Feed 0,,28820 BTU/hr~· Distillate 2e76288 BTU/1:).;c-,, 
Reboiler 3 .. 490'09BTU/hr~ Condenser 0000162 BTU/~r~ 
Bottoms 1:01379:BTU/hr: 
Noteg 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100,000. 
TABLE XIX 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 300-.3-10 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 10.00 
PRESSURE= 300 psiae 
V/F AND D/F = 0.30 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mols/hour , ··Fraction Mols/hcrar . 
cl 18063024 0.38947 0.00002 
02 12.61218 0.26366 2.30765 
03 11038055 0.23791 23031919 
iC4 1031253 0.02744 8.98801 
nc4 2090401 0006071 27096571 
' 105 0,,57775 000120s 12046216 
nc5 0.29342 0~00613 8098663 
06+ (C7) 0012465 0.00261 27058475 
Totals 47.83532 leOOOOO 111.61413 
HEAT BALANCES: 















Feed o·.28'8'20 BTU/hre . Distillate 2068817 BTU/~ro 
' 
Reboiler 3042721 BTU/.nr. Condenser -0.00054 BTU/llfro 
Bottoms 1,,02778 BTU/hro 
Note: 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100~000. 
TABLE XX 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 75-e5T5 
NUMBER OF STAGES = 5 "00 
PRESSURE= 75 psiao 
V/F AND D/F = Oo50 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
cl 18063026 0.,23356 0000000 
02 14.,91357 0.18697 0000626 
C3 30 .. 75591 0.38558 3 .. 94383 
10 4 4037322 o.05483 5-o 92732 
nC 4 8059157 0010771 22.27815 
1c5 l.,38725 0.,01739 11065266 
nc5 0.,81173 0.01018 8.,46832 
06+- (07) 0030171 2..!_00378 27;40708 
' Totals 79076523 loOOOOO 79068422 
HEAT BALANCES: 













1 .. 00000 
Feed 0.28820 BTU/hr. Distillate 6.40428 BTU/hr. 
Reboiler 6.57807 BTU/hr. Con.denser -0.00704 BTU/hr~ 
Bottoms 0~46903 BTU/hr., 
Note: 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100,000. 
TABLE.XXI 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN ?5~o5-7 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 7.00 
PRESSURE= 75 psia. 
V/F AND D/F = Oo50 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
cl 18063026 0.23359 0.00000 
02 14 .. 91942 0.18706 0000041 
c, 31.)72919 0 .. 39783 2.97055 
iC 4 4.08339 0005120 6.21715 
nc4 8 .. 02220 0.10058 22 .. 84752 
105 lo31112 0.01644 11.72879 
nc5 0.77194 0.,00968 8050811 
06+ (C7) 0.,28911 0000362 27~42029 
-·. 
Totals 79.,75663 1.00000 ?9 .. 69282 
HEAT BALANCES: 




0 .. 00000 
0.00001 
0.03728 





1 .. 00000 
Feed 0.,28820 BTU/hro 
Reboiler 6 .. 54325 BTU/hr., 
Distillate 6.35686 BTU/hr. 
- ' 
Condenser -0.00663 BTU/hr. 
Bottoms 0,,48122 BTU/hro 
Note~ 
' All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100,000. 
TABLE XXII 
FINAL MATERIAL AND BEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 75- .. 5-10 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 10.,00 
PRESSURE'= 75 psia. 
V/F AND D/F = 0.50 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component .Mols/hour Fraction. 11;[01-s/h.our 
cl 18.63026 0.23386 0.00000 
C2 14.91982 0.,18729 0-.-00001 
C3 32.43491 0 .. 40715 2.26483 
iC4 3.81541 0.04789 6.48513 
nc4 ?.59188 
.. 
. 0.09530 23.27784 
iC5 1.25329 0.01573 11.78662 
nc5 0 .. ?4009 0 .. 0092<9 8 .. 53996 
06+ (C) 7 0 .. 2?796 0~00349 24~43144 
Totals 79 .. 66363 1.00000 79.78582 
HEAT BALANCES: 















Feed 0.,28820 BTU/hr., Distillate 6.30986 BTU/:k).r. 
I 
Reboiler 6052215 BTU/hr., Condenser 0.0-1059BTU/4r~ 




All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100,,000. 
TABLE XXIII 
FINAL MATERIAL AND H.EAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 200-.5-5 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 5o00 
PRESSURE= 200 psiao 
V/F AND D/F = 0.50 
MATERIAL BALANOE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
cl 18.63014 0.23384 0.00012 
02 14.83220 0.18617 0.08763 
03 28.13648 0.35315 6.56326 
iC4 4 .. 11840 0.05169 6.18214 
no4 11.14454 0.13988 19.72519 
105 1.59269 0.01999 11.44722 
nc5 0.85772 0.01077 8.42233 
C 6+ (C7) 0 .. 35970 0,,00451 27.34970 
Totals 79 .. 67187 1.00000 79.77759 
HEAT BALANCES: 












1 .. ooqoo 
' 
Feed 0 .. 28820 BTU/hr. Distillate 3.91355 BTU/lp:•. 
Reboiler 4.42148 BTU/hr .. ·condenser -0.00050 BTU/~r., 
! ; 
Bottoms 0 .. 79663 BTU/:qr: 
Note: 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100,000. 
TABLE XXIV 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 200-05-7 
NUMBER OF STAGES = 7. 00 
PRESSURE= 200 psia. 
V/F AND D/F = Oo50 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction Mols/hour 
cl 18 .. 63026 0.23368 0.00000 
02 14.89472 0.18683 0.02511 
C 3 28.44103 0.35674 6.258?2 
iC4 4.00527 0005024 6.29527 
nc4 10.86629 0.13630 20.00343 
iC5 1062520 0.02038 11.41471 
nC 5 0.88044 0001104 8.39961 
06 + (07) 0 .. 38223 0 .. 00480 2703270? 
Totals 79.72553 1.00000 79. 72;-92 
HEAT BALANCES: 





·0 .. 00031 
0 .. 07850 
0.07896 
.0.25091 




Feed 0 .. 28820 BTU/hro Distillate 4,,0618? BTU/lg.ro 
Reboiler 40:57442 BTU/hr. Condenser -0_.00087 BTU/~r .. 
.. 
Bottoms 0080162 .BTU/hr., 
Notei 
' All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100,0000 
TABLE XXV 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANC';.:S 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 200-.5-10 
NUMBER OF STAGEff' = 10, 00 
PRESSURE= 200.psia. 
V/F AND D/F = Oo50 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Wiols/hou.r Fraetion 1\/Iols/h·our 
?i 18.63026 0.23360 0.00000-
?2 14.91828 0~18705 0.,00156 
Cj 290:52984 0.37026 5.16990 
iC4 3.75574 0.04709 6.54480 
nc4 10.24178 ·o.12a42 2.0 .62?·'94 
105 1.51222 0.01896 11.52769 
no 5 0 .. 8144'7 0.01021 8 .. 46558 
06 (07) 0."32106' 0.00440 22~228'32 + - .. 
Totals 7<!9 .. 75365 1(00000 ?C,.69580· 
HEAT BALANCES: . 














Feed 0 .. 28820'':B!iU/hr.. Distillate· 3.90169 :a.mu/1:µ>. 
. . . I . 
Reboiler 4.42714 13TU/hro -· Condenser -0.00J?O .BTU/hr~ 
:Bottoms 
Notei 
All enthalpies are sealed by a .factor o.f lOO~QOOo 
TABLE XXVI 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 300-05-5 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 5.00 
' ... 
PRESSURE= 300 psia., 




Component Mo ls/hour 
cl 18 .. 62534 
02 14.62492 
C3 26 .. 71448 
iC4 4.70970 
nC4 10068714 
iC5 2 .. 34466_ 
nc5 1030690 





Fraction Mo ls/hour 
0023361 0.,00492 
0 .. 18343 0 .. 29491 
0.,33507 7.98526 
0 .. 05907 5.,59084 
Ool3404 20 .. 18258 
0002941 10 .. 69525 
0001639 7.,97315 
'0,,00898 26,,99369 





0 .. 00370 
0010017 
0 .. 07013 
I 
0.25317 
0 .. 13416 
o .. 1oqo;i. 
0~33860 
1 .. 00000 
I 
Feed 0 .. 28820 BTU/hro Distillate 6o03869 BTU/l+ro 
! ' 
' .. , 
Re boiler 6., 73845 BTU/hr.. Condenser -0.; 00175 B/TU/1µ' .. 
Bottoms 0 .. 98971 BTU/hr: 
Note: 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100~000. 
'!'ABLE XXVII 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES. 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 300-e5-7 
NIJNJBER OF STAGES= 7o00 
PRESSURE= 300 psia. 
V/F AND D/F = Oo50 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction Mols/hour 
cl 18063012 0023368 0.00014 
02 14.82069 0.18590 0.09914 
C 3 26.82143 0.33642 7.8?831 
iC4 5.75117 0.07214 4.54937 
nc4 9.76032 0.12242 21.10940 
ic5 2.11560 0.02654 10.92431 
nc5 L,18723 0.01489 8009282. 
06+ (07) 0 .. 63898 0.00801 27~07042 
Totals 79 .. 72553 1.00000 79.72392 
HEAT BALANCES: 














Feed 0028820 BTU/hr. Distillate 5.95778 BTU/1:rr .. 
Reboiler 6.63712 BTU/hro Condenser -0.003.51 BTU/:Q.r .. 
I 
"' ·' ' Bottoms 0 •. 97105 BTU/:tµ'" 
Note: 
All enthalpies are scaled by a factor of 100,000,, 
TABLE XXVIII 
FINAL MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
PLATE TO PLATE RUN 300-05-10 
NUMBER OF STAGES= 10.00 
PRESSURE= 300 psia. 
V/F AND D/F = 0~50 
MATERIAL BALANCE: 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Component Mo ls/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
C 1 18063025· 0.23368 0000001 
02 14.55842 0.18261 0.36141 
C3 26.31134 0.,33002 8 .. 38840 
iC4 5.,27788 0 .. 06620 5.02266 
nc4 10048182 0 .. 13147 20 .. 38790 
iC5 2.36362 0.,02965 10.67629 
nc5 1033215 0001671 7.,94790 
06+ (C7) ·0 .. 77002 0.00966 26.,93932 
Totals 79.,72553 1 .. 00000 79,,72392 
HEAT BALANCES~ 











0 .. 33791 
1~00000 
' 
Feed 0.,28820 BTU/hro Distillate 6 .. 09267 BTU/1:).ro 
Reboiler 6.?7990_BTU/hr .. Condenser -0.00719 BTU/hr~ 
'l,., .·t 
Bottoms 0 .. 98262 BTU/1:).re 
Note~ 









0 6+ (07) 
Totals 
TABLE XXIX 
FLASH CALCULATION RESl'fLTS 
DE-ETH.ANIZATIQN 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
lVIols/hour Fraction . , '"l9AS/~our 
•••,, ','.'•, :· '>O ,,• ·~ C • • • ' . ,, .. -· 
. .'I- :·"<:':'t .. ~ '-.~·-··'I""',·:":': ··:r-:--,,\~ •-:-.;~-~ h 
18.62313 0.,54751 0.,Q0687 
; 
9.07097 0.2666B 5.84<;303 
4.21648 0.12396 30 .. 48352 
o.;4335 0.01597 9.,7·5665 
1.18217 0.0347; 29.68783 
0 .. 20573 0.00605 12 .. _8342? 
0 .. 11737 0.00345 ( ,. 9.16,563 
0.,02286 0 .. 00164 2z;62414 
·---









.0 .. 0'7'??8 
()~23668 





















Distillate Mol Bo.ttoms 
· Mels/l!tc,u.r Fraction Mo ls/hour 
18062566 0.38916 0.00534 
.. 
1,.056?7 0.27281 ·l.86329 
l0.?6665 0.22496 23.93335 
1.28342 0.02682 ,.01658 
3.,23001 0.0674, 27063999 
Oo.50648 0.01058 12.53352 
0.2?624 0.00577 .,.oo,~?6 
0.11222· 0.00241 2z.;22462 






















06 + (07) 
· i'etals 
TABLE XX.XI 
FLASH CALCULATION RESULTS 
PARflAL DEBUTANIZATION 
Distillate lVIol Bottoms 
:Mols/hou.r Fraction lVI'Ols/hour 
18062823 0 .. 22?58 0000577 
14 .. 91859 0 .. 18226 G).,00141 
30.19818 0.36892 4 .. 50182 
4.,64802 .. 0.056?8 5.,6519.s 
10.14019 0 .. 12388 20 .. 72981 
l .. 82106 0002225 11.21894 
1 .. 02054 0.01247 8,;25946 
0 .. 47980 G.00586· ·27~23020 






o .. 07~e4 
















PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION AND MINIMUM STAGES 
. FENSKE CALCHJLATIC>N ;_,.· 75"!"',,21 
LIGHT KEY SPLIT - 0005569 
HEAVY KEY SPLI!r' - 25011299 
PRESSURE - 75 psia 
Distillate Mel Bottoms 
Mo ls/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
,. 
12 .. 08471 0.52373 6054529 
4.,80289 0020815 10011711 
3,,99801 0 .. 17327 30 .. 70199 
0054335 0002355 9 .. 75665 
1 .. 18217 0005123 29068783 
0,,22742 0.00986 12081258 
0 .. 14713 0~00638 9013287 
0000866 0000384 2z;621,4 
--·· 
23007434 1.00000 136037566 
























PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION AND MINIMUM STAGES . 
FENSKE CALCULATION - 75-.,30 
LIGHT KEY SPLIT - 0.,14234 
HEAVY KEY SPLIT - 8.,55724 
PRESSURE - 75 psia 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Mo ls/hour Fraction Mols/hour 
9 .. 82586 0.35101 8,,80414 
4098645 0017813 9093355 
6a47141 0.23118 28 .. 22859 
1.,28342 0.04585 9001658 
3.,23001 0.11539 27b63999 
0.89832 0.03209 12.,14164 
Oe59322 0.02119 8.68678 
0 .. 70431 0.,02516 27;00569 
27 .. 99304 1 .. 00000 13Li45696 
lVIinimum Number of Stages - 0.,49596 
88 




















C 6+ (07) 
Totals 
TABLE XXXIV 
PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION AND MINIMUM STAGES 
FENSKE CALCULATION - 75-005 
LIGHT KEY SPL.IT - 0.82237 
HEAVY KEY SPLIT - 2004432 
PRESSURE - 75 psia 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Mo ls/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
18053085 0 .. 24392 0 .. 09915 
14,,29335 Otil8814 0.62665 
25.,4113? 0 .. 33448 9.28863 
4064802 0.06118 5.65198 
10 .. 14019 0.13347 20.72981 
L,71977 0 .. 02264 11032023 
0 .. 97620 0001285 8,,30380 
0 .. 25206 0000332 2?~45?94 
75 .. 97181 1000000 83 .. 47819 






















06 +. (C) 7 
Totals 
TABLE XXXV 
PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION ANDMINIMEJM STAGES 
FENSKE OALOULATION - 200-.21 
LIGHT KEY SPLIT - 0005569 
HEAVY KEY SPLIT - 25011299 
PRESSURE - 200 psia 
Distillate Mal Bottoms 
Mols/hour Fraction Mols/hour 
14016364 0.55173 4 .. 46636 
5 .. 02754 0 .. 19584 9089246 
4 .. 3614? 0 .. 16990 30.33853 
0.,54335 0.02117 9-75665 
1.18217 0.04605 29.68783 
0 .. 216?1 0.00844 12.82329 
Oell774 0 .. 00459 9.16226 
0.05890 0 .. 0022, 2?~65110 
25 .. 67152 1.00000 13307?848 





o .. 0;339 
0 .. 07395 
00226?8 
0.07293 
0 .. 22192 
















PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION AND MINIMUM STAGES 
FENSKE CALOULATION - 200-.3 
LIGHT KEY SPLIT - 0014234 
HEAVY KEY SPLIT - 8055724 
PRESSURE - 200 psia 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Mo ls/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
llo44092 0.38331 7018908 
5017397 0 .. 17334 9.74603 
6078210 0.22722 27.91790 
1 .. 28342 0.04300 9 .. 01658 
3023001 0.10822 27.63999 
0 .. 86469 0 .. 0289? 12~17531 
0 .. 52611 0 .. 01763 8.75389 
0.,54680 0001832 27016320 
29.,84802 1.00000 129.60198 





















C 6+ (07) 
Totals 
TABLE XXXVII 
PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION AND MINIIVJ.UM STAGES 
FENSKE CALCULATION - 200- .. 50 
LIGHT KEY SPLIT - 0082237 
HEAVY KEY SPLIT - 2 .. 04432 
PRESSURE - 200 psia 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Mols/hour Fraction Mols/hou.:r 
18 .. 59482 0 .. 24465 0 .. 03518 
14039906 0018944 0.,52094 
25082044 0 .. 33971 8 .. S-7956 
4 .. 64802 0 .. 06115 5.65198 
10.14019 0.13341 20.72981 
lo5ll-2?1 0.02030 11.49?29 
0 .. 74219 0 .. 00976 8 .. 53781 
0 .. 119?4 0.00158 2?~59026 
?6.00717 1.00000 83 .. 44283 






0 .. 10641 
0 .. 06??3 
0024843 
0 .. 13779 
0 .. 10232 
0~;"3065 












PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION AND MINIMUM STAGES 
FENSKE CALCULATION - 300-.21 
LIGHT KEY SPLIT - 0005569 
HEAVY KEY SPLIT - 25.11299 
PRESSURE - 300 psia 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Mo ls/hour Fraction Mols/hour 
13.,25985 0.56656 5037015 
4017513 0.17839 10074487 
3082674 0.,16351 30.87326 
0.,54335 0002322 9&75665 
1..18217 0.05051 29068783 
0023195 0.00991 12080805 
0012849 0.,00549 9&15151 
0 .. 05641 0.00241 27~65359 
23.40409 1000000 136004591 
























PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION AND MINIMUM STAGES 
FENSKE CALCULATION - 300-.30 
LIGHT KEY SPLIT - 0.14234 
HEAVY KEY SPLIT - 8055724 
PRESSURE - ;oo psia 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Mole/hour Fraction Mo ls/hour 
10.61?3? o.;7957 8.01263 
4.4?453 0.15996 10.4454? 
6034894 0.2269? 28.35106 
1.2a;42 o.045aa 9.016.58 
;.23001 0.1154? 2?.63999 
Oe90503 0.0;23; 12.1349? 
o.;s2~7 0.02010 a.7176; 
• 9:w2sos2 0.019.(58 . _2z ~ _l2948 
27.97219 1.00000 131.47781 























PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION AND MINIMUM STAGES 
FENSKE CALCULATION - 300-0.5 
LIGHT KEY SPLIT - 0.82237 
HEAVY KEY SPLIT - 2004432 
PRESSURE - 300 psia 
Distillate Mol Bottoms 
Mols/b.our Fraction Mole/hour 
18,,57230 0.24748 0.05770 
13085554 0.18463 1,,06446 
25022112 0.33608 9e47888 
4 .. 64802 0.06194 5"65198 
10 .. 14019 0.13512 20072981 
L,70639 0,,02274 11.. 33361 
0078759 0.01049 81149241 
0.,11452 0,,00152, 27~59548 
75.,04567 loOOOOO 84,,40433 














DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Certain of the relative volatility values were mo4-
ified to avoid·the presence of maximum or· minimum points 
in these equationso '!'he ehanges of relative volatility 
were made at the temperature or temperatures where a var-
iation from the actual value would have the least effect _on 
the system. They were changed only e:nough to eliminate the 
presence of the maximum or minimum. Indiscriminate· changes 
can seriously impair the value of the results., c,f the plate 
to plate calculation. 
The temperature profiles of the plate to plate cal-
culations are shoWll in Figures 2 thr.qugh 10. l:Jt most in-
stantances they approximate th-e typical temp.eratlll'e pro-
file fowad in the stripping seeti.on of a dis.tillat·ion e.ql-
Ulmo · The distorted temperature .. pr.efiles found in Figures 2~ 
3 9 4 9 5, 6, and ? are a result · of limi tati ens placed. on the 
maximum and mini·mum acceptable · temperatures o When a cal-
culated tray temperature is f.ol.llld to b-e out.s,id.e t:lie accept-
able range either the specified maximum or minimum.temp~r-
ature is used rather than the calculated value. Such 
limitations are necessary to prevent the computer from 





valueso The use of the specified temperatures will cause 
little error if actual tray temperature is not tot, differ-
ent.from the maximum. or minimum. 
9:'he tray concentration diagrams are·shown in Figures 
11 through 37., These agree quite well with those fc,r the 
stripping section of a distillation column found. in the 
literature (9)o The implications drawn from these plots 
is, that with the exception of propane and lighter com-
ponents, little effective fractionation is oocuring with--. 
in the eolum.no This idea is given further emphasi.s by the 
temperature profile plots especially those having sections 
that are vertical or nearly so. It might be .noted that l!tad 
a larger V/F and I>/F :fraction been chosen the- component 
showing the greatest change :trom top to bottom would be one 
of the high.er boiling eompo:nents, isc,-butane or ;perhap-s 
n.-butaneo 
The effect of pressure and number e! stages on the 
ratio of. lights to b.eavy componel'l.ts in the vapor .and eom-
pesi tion of the product streams is shown by Tables II 
through XXVIII ud Figures ;a through 40. As expected:, an 
increase in pressure with a constant number .. of stages~ V /F 
and D/F caused a slightly poorer separation of the feed and 
a decrease 1:m. the ratio of light to heavy. components., .in the 
vapor o An' increase in the m:wnber of stages~ holding pres-
sure, ·V /F, and D/F con.stant eaused a small i:m.erease- in t:q.e 
ratio of light to heavy components and improved the quality 
of separation slightlyo 
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The reasons for these behaviors may be best explained 
by reference to the Fenske equation (E.quat.ion l)e Let us 
first consider the effect of pressure .. As pressure in-
~reases the temperature must also increase to maintain the 
fractionation process within the oolumno At a constant 
pressure an increase in temperature will cause the relative 
volatility of the various components to approach unity~ ie~ 
the relative volatility of the components lighter than the 
refere:m.ee component tend to decrease and those heavie; 
than the referem.ee component tend to increase .. This effect 
is magnified slightly by pressure. Now assume either of the 
key splits and the minimum number of st.ages constant~ . and 
let the relative volatility change as outlined for pressure 
increaseso Equation (l) shows the other key split must de-
crease, causing a poorer separation .. 
Now let us eons id er the ef f eot of t.he numb.el:' of stages o 
To do this assume that the relative volatility and one of 
the specified key splits are constant. At a constant reflux 
. . . 
ratio the num.ber of stages becomes a.function. of the ,minum.um 
number of stages. It is then possible to substitute, s, the 
n.umber of stages for, Sm' the minimum. number of stage~., ·It 
is readily apparent then that fer an inorease in S the split 
not held constant must increase, thereby giving a better 
sep.ara.tion., 
It will be noticed by reference to Figures 38, ;9~ and 
40 that while the same general trend is .noted in all eurves, 
there is appreciable difference in the shapes of the curves., 
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This is brought about by two factors. .The first being the 
size of the feed plate mismatch error .an.d. the manner ilL 
which the plate to plate routine adjusts t.his error. The 
second factor affecting the shape of the curves is the use 
ef altered relative volatility dat~o-
It may be concluded by reference to Fig-ures 38 .. :thr.o~gh 
40 and ~ables II through. XXVIII that the effect of increas-
ing pressure has a small but definite influence upon the 
quality of separation. They also show that an increase of 
the number of stages gives a small increase in the quality 
of separation. 
·. 
The plate to plate routine assumed the presence of an 
additional stage which was in reality a partial condenser. 
~he assumption of the condenser was not called for by the 
iaput data, but was due to the calculation sequence of the 
·;,,-
program. The assumption ·of the additional stage or p.artial 
condenser was not considered to be deterime?:ltal to the so-
lution of the problem. The amount of reflux.returned to 
j 
.the column in all eases was a negligible amount, usually 
less than 1.0% of the feed plate oyerf~ow. Furthermore 
the composition of the reflux very closely approximated 
tb.e feed. plat,e composition. 
It-will be ·noticed by reference to Tables II through 
XXVIII that in certain instances a negative condenser load 
was calculated. This was caused by the calculation of 
negative amo~t of reflux which resulted from the ma.n:qer 
! 
in which the program handles a partial condenser ..... ;The 
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partial condenser is assumed to be an additional stage and 
is treated as sueho Due to an aee:uI11ul.ation of rounding 
~ ' 
errors the amount of distillate produced may be slightly 
larger than the amount of vapor from t.he top trayo This 
then would result in a negative quantity of refl~o 
A·~eries of pseudo vapor-liquid equilibrium constants 
were calculated from the data of Tables .II thro.ugh ,XXVIII o 
'!'he resulting values were grouped according.to D/F ratio 
and averaged., The plotted results appear in Figure 410 A 
curious feature of these curves is the "humpll appearing at 
I i ... , 
the approximate 'boiling point of the butanes~ Other i,P.-
vestigators (10) have noticed the appearance of a simila,.r 
phemonenono The reasons for the oee:q.renee of this "hUI11.p" 
are not fully understood at this timeo 
Flash ealculatio11s were performed on the .feed str~am 
using the calculated pseudo equilibrium. values .. The re-
sults are shown in Tables XXIX through XX.XI$ A compar-
ison of the,se values 'With the corresponding plate to plate 
results shows a good agreem~nt between_the two., This is 
an indication that the pseudo equilibrium eonst~ts are of 
definite value for use as a preliminary estimate in the 
determination of the approximate :f'raetio:m.a.1 Gverhea.d·eu.te 
It should be noted that had the pseudo equi.libri"Um con-
stants from the individual plate to plate results been used 
rather than the averaged values, the plate to plate results 
woulcl. have been reproducedo 
In order to determine the minimum number of stages 
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aeeessary to accomplish the separa:t~ori. predi.eted by_ the 
flash equation, a series of Fenske calculations were made 
using the splits of the flash calculation --results.. The 
1 
results with the produet distributions appear in TabJes 
XXXII through XL. .A comparison .of the pr,odu.ct d.istribu~ 
- -
tions with the corresponding flash ealeulati.oDi. r.esults 
shows in most eases a poor agreement of both_ c.ompc;,sition .. 
and total moles of overhead. and .bottoms preducts. .Ho.waver 
as the split eom.penents approach the ... eho.sen key e.o.mpo:m.e.uts ~ 
iso- and n-butane, the. agreement gf data become.a better .. 
Th.is may be best e~lained by a eomparis.on of c@nventi_o~al 
. . ' 
-: 
relative volatility d.ata and relative volatility data d,.e-
rived from the pseudo equilibrium cC>nstants .. In the e1;se 
of tke lighter components the relative volatilities derived 
from the pseudo constants are -a great deal larger than.: th.e 
conventional data. The relative volatilities of the he,avier 
' 
,. 
components tend to be of the ·same mtipi,t:ude. '!bi.a me:~$ 
then the Fenske relationship will net predict as sharp a 
split on the lighter componentso This is. espe-eially tr.,-e 
when the .chosen key eomp0nents are somewkat heavier thait the 
c.u,m.p.onents being split • 
. A· eomp:ari.sa.n · of the minimum number stages resul t~ng 
. i 
from. the F'enske ealeulation shows the number of stage,s re-
quired to give the ·separation for both. irhe- Ch21 aJtd 0.,30 
eut to be less than unity in most instances... This SE!-YS 
that a flash separa.tion.weuld give a better separat-ion of 
the ehosen key eomponentso However had the components 
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being separated been chosen· as keys the .minimum :.nwnber of 
stages would have been greater than ~ty., This .. may.:-,\be 
shown. by a comparison of the conventional relative volatil-
ity data a:m.d the relative volatilities derived from the 
pseudo eonstantso 
A further comparison of the min.immn number of stages 
presents an anomaly, ie, that the seeond fractional cut 
(Oo30) requires fewer stages th.an does the 0.,21 euto Ia a 
system sueh as the one under eon.sid.eration, it .is .usu.ally 
found that- the min.iml:llJl. ZJ:umber of stages varies as .a direct 
fu:nctio:m of the fractional eut. Thl.e .eXPlanation for th~s 
.:.,•, 
anomaly relies upon the pseudo eonstants,. It will be ~e-
tieed l>y reference to Figure 38 a ~'hump~.' appears in t~ 
~. 
curve depicting the Oo30 eut at the iso~:m.trmal butane. bo.;1-
ing point,. The pseudo equilibrium cor.i.sttants for ise"!'1 aad 
y 
normal butane are . very near;t.y equal at" this, p9int •. · This 
then indicates a peor separation for thEr .entire system if 
these components are ehoseD. as key compoment .. s., 
The c1H>lll.clusi0m.s drawn .from the Fenske· result;s .are 
.. 
that th~· F-enske oaleu.lation will give· a fair estimate of 
... ·the produ.ot distribution only if the correct key componel):ts 
are chois,eno The best ehoioes f<i:>r key .components. are thqse 
,. 
components between which tke separation is b·eing·made.- The 
Fenske oaloulati·ons may also be quite valuable for the .de-
termination. of the minimum number of stages. . The det.t;trmina-
tion of minimum nu.mber of stages will at le.ast ,eliminate a 
portion ef the possible areas of tower opera'tion .. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purposes of this investigation were to determine 
the feasibility of using the Bonner Plate to Plate Routine 
to provide data for the design non-refluxed distillation 
columns and to study the effect of variations of pressure 
and number of stages on the quality of separation. To 
this end a series of plate to plate calculations, at vary-
-. 
ing conditions, were performed using a single feed compo-
sition. 
The data resulting from the Bonner Plate to Plate 
Routine was found to agree quite well with data on refluxed 
towers found in the literature. The routine assumed the 
presence of a partial condenser on the tower, but in view 
of the small amount of liquid formed in the condenser, tl].is 
assumption was not deterimental to the value of the results. 
In all respects the plate to plate routine was found to be 
most satisfactory for providing data to be used in the de-
sign of non-refluxed towers. 
An analysis of the plate to plate results indicated 
that an increase in the number of stages caused only a 
slight improvement in.-t;;he quality of feed separation. A 
further analysis indicated that increases of pressure 
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caused a slight but noticeable decrease in the quality of 
separationo 
A technique for the determination of the tower param-
eters to be used with the plate to plate routine has been 
developedo It consists of the following: 
(1) Perform a flash calculation on the feed separation 
using the pseudo equilibrium constants to approx-
imate the desired splite 
(2) Using the key component splits determined from 
the flash calculation in conjunction with the 
Fenske relatio;nship calculate minimum.number of 
stages necessary to accomplish the separat.ione 
The use of such a technique prior to runni.ng the plate to 
plate routine will provide a better estimation of tne 
tower conditions necessary to accomplish the s.eparationo 
This in turn should cause a significant reduction in the 
calculation timeo 
Recommendations for future work are: 
(1) An extension of the pseudo equilibrium. curves 
from plate to plate· datao Thi.a would e.ntail a 
series of plate to plate calculations at varying 
tower conditions and fractional cutso 
(2) An investigation to determine the existep.ce of a 
generalized correlation between. the minill).um. 
number of stages ancl the actual number of tll.eo-
retical stages required to accomplish. a given 
separation., 
NOMENCLATURE 
D/F = Distillate rate expressed as a fraction of the total 
feed. 
K' = Pseudo vapor liquid equilibrium constants. 
L = Total moles of liquid. 
Sm = Minimum number of stages. 
V = Total moles of va:por0 
V/F = Maximum vapor rate in a distillation column ex:pres$ed 
as a fraction of the total feed~ 
X = Moles of any component in distillate or bottoms :per 
100 moles of feed. 
O( = Relative volatility of any com:pone:q.t. 
Subscripts 
D = Distillate. 
HK = Heavy keyo 
LK = Light keyo 
w = Bottoms. 
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